Top Responders
Station 1200—Al Longworth
Station 1300—George Blacketer
Station 1400—Dennis Knudson
Station 1500—Doug Strange
Station 1600—Chane Cisneros
Station 1700—Ken Brown

Years of Service
5 Years
Cheri McPherson
10 Years
George Blacketer
Cory Seeto

20 Years
Jim Kusz
Dave Clark
25 Years
Dave McKee

Firefighter of the Year—Eric Maestas
Chiefs’ Award—Pauline Morrison
Officer of the Year—David Bickerdyke
Rescuer of the Year—Loren Nordyke
Rookie of the Year—Cody Peterson
Maintenance Award—Al Longworth
Health & Safety Award—Lois Smith
Support Services Award—Cheri McPherson

2016 Awards Banquet
More photos on pages 4 & 5
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Duty Shift Stipends—Stipend checks/deposits will be available to you on:
March Stipends—Thursday—April 20, 2017
If you do not have direct deposit yet, PLEASE consider signing up.

THE BEST WAY TO FIND
YOURSELF IS TO LOSE
YOURSELF IN THE SERVICE
OF OTHERS.
-Mahatma Gandhi

We must find time to stop
and thank the people
who make a difference
in our lives.
- John F. Kennedy

It is not how much
you do, but how
much love you put
in the doing.
-Mother Teresa

Stop hating yourself for
everything you aren’t
and start loving yourself
for everything
you already are.

Train your mind
to see the good
in every situation.
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If I missed your birthday or your NLFR anniversary, please let me know. Lois

April Birthdays

Years of Service
April—2017

06 Kat Lovejoy—Station 1400
14 Bob Schroeder—Station 1300
15 Shanna Cox—Station 1500

Al Longworth—8 Years
Captain—Station 1200

16 Nathan Tuttle—Station 1500
19 Phil Rilatos—Station 1400
20 Cory Seeto—Station 1400

Thank you for your service to NLFR
and the community!

ATE SALAD FOR DINNER! MOSTLY CROUTONS & TOMATOES.
REALLY JUST ONE BIG, ROUND CROUTON
COVERED WITH TOMATO SAUCE. AND CHEESE.
FINE, IT WAS PIZZA. I ATE A PIZZA.

Evolution of North Lincoln Fire & Rescue

By Captain Jim Kusz

Eight decades ago, in 1937,
a handful of men gathered
to officially form the first
Volunteer Fire Department
to serve the mostly dirt road
coastal towns of Taft,
Nelscott, DeLake, and the
surrounding communities.
They purchased their first
real Fire Engine three years
later.
Twenty years ago, Taft, Nelscott and DeLake (T.N.D.) Rural Fire District officially merged
with Devil’s Lake Fire District, creating North Lincoln Fire & Rescue District #1.
It was an evolutionary change to better serve our community and better protect our growing business community, residents and visitors.
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Above left: Cory Seeto (5 Year Pin)
Above right: Dave McKee (25 Year Pin)
Left: Dave Clark (20 Year Pin)
Below left: George Blacketer (10 Year Pin)
Below right: Jim Kusz (20 Year Pin)
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Brian Nordyke
and
Phil Rilatos
Present
Chief Baker
with
a
Retirement
Presentation

Recent Firefighter
Academy Graduates
Reciting Oaths
Connor Anderson
Jerry Sneed
Candice Dickson
Joseph Waileale
Samantha Konecny
Lexxie Lopez

SOG 6.3—Accidents
Revision: 6-24-2014

6.3.1—NLFR is committed to providing and maintaining a safe and healthy work place for members and
visitors. We believe that accidents can be prevented
and every employee/volunteer is entitled to work
under the safest possible condition.
NLFR will make every reasonable effort to promote
loss prevention activities and will provide safe working equipment, necessary personal protection and, in
the event of an injury, secure immediate emergency
first aid and/or medical services.

6.3.2—Procedure
[Editor’s Note: In the event a member is injured, the
first thing to do is make sure the member receives
medical help as needed.]
Personnel injured in an accident are responsible for
completing a “Report of Personal Injury” and filling out
and signing a Workers’ Compensation Claim Form
801.
Completed forms shall be submitted to immediate
supervisor within 8 hours of
the accident if any medical
or injury occurred.

[Note: The 801 form must
It is the responsibility of every member to provide for be forwarded to the Office
a safe and healthy work area, safe equipment and
Administrator as soon as
safe work practices. The District needs the full
possible for handling.]
cooperation and effort of everyone to integrate loss
See the full SOG on
prevention activities into both normal and non-routine
the District’s website
business operations.
“Fire Manager”
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HISTORY DOESN’T HAVE TO REPEAT ITSELF!

2107
80th Anniversary of the first Fire Service in our area
60th Firefighters’ Ham Dinner

Looking at a stack of recent accident reports,
it is easy to see a trend. In the upcoming
months, we will be working on a correcting these
tendencies and documenting the top trending
incidents and accidents.

20th Anniversary of the merger that created North Lincoln
Fire & Rescue District #1

True Safety IS about:

One area that has greatly improved is the area
of health and safety, and not only in our District
or in the Fire Service nationwide but in our
society.



Preventing deaths and injuries



Changing attitudes and behaviors



Increasing employee morale and productivity

In the 50’s, 60’s and even 70’s (If you’re not old
enough look at some films of those decades)
when smoking cigarettes was so commonplace
and fashionable that nobody would think twice of
lighting up in a restaurant or office building, and
driving around with toddlers loose in the back of
the family station wagon was just how we got
around.



Compliance with OR- OSHA & DPSST
standards & regulations



Written plans and programs that work for the
District



Conducting inspections, paying attention to
details and follow-up



Situational Awareness & working as a team

It was true of the Fire Service too; not long ago
firefighters would go into burning buildings without any respiratory protection and ride on the
tailboard of engines without any restraint.



Creating an environment where firefighters
are motivated and empowered



Enjoying a healthier and safer lifestyle

Today we’ve addressed some of these firefighter
injury and killers with better regulations and
SOGs, but a lot can still be done to make our
profession safer.

If you want to be part of the solution to some of
our problems and make our District a safer
organization, please come to the monthly Safety
Committee meetings. Every third Monday of the
month at 17:30 hrs.

There are things you can do to make yourself
safer and healthier too.


You can use the membership you have at
the Community Center; heart attacks are
still the number one killer of firefighters.



You can keep your cool on the fire scene,
slow down and think before you act.



You can fix (or report) any minor trip or fall
hazard you see in the fire stations.

Let’s make the next 20 years safer and healthier
for all of us!
Captain Jim Kusz
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The Comfortable Routine of Complacency
We all know we have habits. Some of them are
good habits. And some of them are…well… not so
good. The less often talked about cousin of a habit
is a routine.]

Enter Complacency

Habits and routines
can impact
situational
awareness in both
good and bad ways.

But where do habits and
routines come from? Does
a habit turn into a routine?
Or does a routine turn into
a habit? Do habits and routines prevent complacency or contribute to it? All good questions. Let’s
explore habits, routines and complacency.

Habits
Webster defines a habit as:
A behavior pattern acquired by
frequent repetition or physiologic
exposure that shows itself in
regularity or increased facility of
performance; an acquired mode
of behavior that has become
nearly or completely involuntary.

Routines
Webster defines a routine as: A habitual or
mechanical performance of an established
procedure.
The chicken or the egg
Do habits form
routines or do
routines form
habits?
The definitions offer up the age-old, or should I say
the “egg old”, question: What came first, the chicken or the egg? In the context of this topic, the
question is: An argument could be made for either
to come first. Your routines can become your
comfortable habits. Your habits can turn into your
comfortable routines.

It is very unfortunate
Webster defines
that complacency has
complacency
as:
become a habit for
Self-satisfaction
some responders.
especially when
Some have become
accompanied
by
satisfied and comfortunawareness of actual
able in doing things in
ways that are danger- dangers or deficiencies.
ous to the point they
have become unaware (or arguably, uncaring)
about the dangers. This can have catastrophic consequences.

Contagious Complacency
When this happens, the
A complacent
consequences can be
responder can
significant. In fact, an entire
“infect” other
company can become comresponders.
placent. And worst of all, an
entire department can become
complacent. When this happens, the department
can sink into a comfortable rut and become
arrogant.
Members can begin to believe they are so good
at what they do that a bad outcome will never
happen… because it never does. The success of
past outcomes can contribute to complacency.
When members perform in ways that are not
consistent with best practices – and get away
Continued on page 9

“This article is reprinted with permission from the Situational Awareness Matters! website. To learn more, visit: www.SAMatters.com”
Dr. Gasaway is widely considered to be one of the nation's leading authorities on human factors, situational awareness and
the decision making processes used in high stress, high consequence work environments. His work has been chronicled in
more than 450 books, book chapters, journals and website articles and he has delivered more than 4,000 presentations to
over 43,000 first responders, business leaders and industrial professionals worldwide. Dr. Gasaway served over 30 years in
fire, EMS, rescue and emergency management and held positions of firefighter, EMT-paramedic, lieutenant, captain,
assistant chief and fire chief in 6 emergency service organizations in West Virginia, Ohio and Minnesota.
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they are facing. This awareness comes from becoming a student of best practices. This involves learning
with it (i.e., no bad outcome) – it can build confidence about best practices and comparing what your
department does to first responder best practices.
that is based in luck, not ability.
Read firefighter casualty reports to learn how
responders die. Then compare the circumstances,
False Confidence
situational awareness and decision making of
catastrophic outcomes to how your department
When responders experience
does things.
successful outcomes, this
builds confidence. This, unto
itself, is not a bad thing so long When you see inconsistencies between established
best practices and how your department does things,
as the success was based on
it may be time to start asking the hard questions.
performance consistent with
Why does your department do things differently than
best practices. However, all
best practices dictate? Have you found a better way
success builds confidence.
to get the job done? Is your better way safe, or have
Meaning success resulting from luck also builds
you just been lucky?
confidence, albeit false confidence.
Avoid judging bad outcomes that others experience.
Psychologists that study the behavior of gamblers see Oftentimes when a responder reads a casualty report
they can judge the performance of others without
this all the time. A gambler wins because they have
turning that harsh judgment on themselves or on their
some “strategy” for beating the odds. Their success
own department. We can be lulled into thinking the
gives them confidence which can increase their risk
taking. Over the long run, a gambler who thinks they department that experienced the bad outcome were
less competent where, in fact, maybe their luck ran
can beat the odds eventually lose. But not every
out.
gambler is a loser over the long run.
Complacency (continued from page 8)

There is a small number whose luck runs longer than
others. Observing responders who have found long
term luck can give others responders a false confidence they can cheat the system too.
In the end, the casino wins. If you doubt this, only look
at the lavishness of a casino. Those structures are
built on the losses of gamblers.

Chief Gasaway’s
Advice

Discussion


Discuss areas where your
department may have
become complacent in
training or performance.



Discuss areas where you
have become personally complacent in your
application of best practices.



Discuss ideas about how to break the cycle of
complacency in your organization.

To overcome the curse of complacency, responders must first be aware of the affliction

Address Signs Available
Metal Sign plus your house numbers
Only $5.00
See Lois at the St. Clair Station
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April 2017
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
1

2

3

4

Vehicle
Familiarization/
EMS Drill

9

10

Confined Space
Training

Officers Meeting
Association Mtg.

5

6

7

Rescue Training
(Water Rescue)

11

12

8
Confined Space
Training

13

14

15

19

20

21

22

Rescue Training
(Water Rescue)

Officer Training
MayDay Management

26

27

28

29

Rescue Training
(Water Rescue)
Board Meeting

16

23

17
No Drill

18

24 Drill—

25

Confined Space
Operations

Rescue Training
(Rope Rescue)

30

Items shown on this calendar are subject to change.

EVERY DAY
Is a new
BEGINNING
TAKE A
deep breath
AND START
AGAIN
The Size-Up Newsletter is a publication of North Lincoln Fire & Rescue District #1. Editor: Lois Smith, NLFR Office Administrator.
Please direct any comments/suggestions to LSMITH@NLFR.ORG.

